Employee
Insurance
A powerful way to reward your people
What is Employee Insurance?

Is underwriting required?

In a nutshell, you get outstanding insurance cover for your
employees, which your business buys ‘in bulk’ – usually with
no underwriting and at a cost much lower than equivalent
cover currently offered for individual policies.

Underwriting is only required for the amount of any
cover above the plan’s Automatic Acceptance Limit
(AAL) and in the rare instance an employee wishes
to join your Employee Insurance plan outside of the
normal eligibility criteria.

How can Employee Insurance work for you?
Insurance cover is a great way to show you care about your
employees. How would you react if one of your employees
died or was off work due to illness? How might you support
an employee (or their family) while they are off work?
Employee Insurance is a real answer to these questions
– and a great way to attract, retain, reward and care for
your staff too.

What makes up a Employee Insurance plan?
To put an Employee Insurance plan in place, you only need
a few things:
• 10 or more employees;
• A genuine employer/employee relationship;
• Clear eligibility rules;
• 100% of eligible employees covered; and
• Premiums paid by the employer.

What is an Automatic Acceptance Limit?
Each Employee Insurance plan and cover type will have
its own AAL which means employees are automatically
covered up to specified limits, usually without the need
to undergo medical exams or provide a medical history.
Generally, the bigger the pool of employees in a plan,
the higher the AAL.

What does an Employee Insurance
plan cost?
As each plan has its own rates it’s difficult to specify
a standard cost, however the rates will generally be less
than paying for individual policies.
As a general rule of thumb, the cost of an Employee
Insurance plan is usually around 1% of your total salary
cost, which represents excellent value.

How do I get a quote?

What happens at claim time?

Your adviser will step you through what is required.
To quote, we’d need a simple list showing employees’:

All claims are assessed by the Asteron Life claims team
as quickly as possible. There are specific Employee
Insurance claims forms used which are available from
Asteron Life administration team or via your Adviser.

•
•
•
•

DOB
Gender
Salary
Occupation

At this stage we don’t need any names of employees.
We will also need from you:
• Your company name
• Who you want covered i.e. All full time staff
• Cover types and benefit basis required e.g. Life cover
– 2 x salary, Income Protection cover – Loss of Earnings
75% of salary, 2 year benefit, 90 day wait

What does it take to set up a plan?

Asteron Life’s Employee Insurance
product highlights
Life cover
This pays a lump sum of money to your employee
(or their estate) if they pass away or become terminally ill.
Total & Permanent Disablement cover
This provides a lump sum payment should an employee
suffer a sickness or injury that leaves them totally and
permanently disabled.
Trauma cover

We’ll provide a presentation illustrating the premium
and terms. Then, if you decide to proceed with the plan
we only need a couple of simple forms to be completed.
In most instances the individual employees don’t need
to do anything or provide any information.

This pays a lump sum of money to help the employee
recover physically and financially from a serious illness,
such as cancer, heart attack or stroke.

Following this, our administration team will work with you
to complete the on-boarding of the new plan, finalising
premiums, invoicing and membership schedules as well
as the members’ certificates outlining their specific cover
– including policy documents.

This is designed to provide employees with money to live
on while they’re not receiving their salary or wages due
to sickness or injury.

Is there a lot of ongoing admin?
Generally, no. Each year, we’ll do a ‘snapshot review’
to keep the administration simple and to keep the related
costs down. This usually means:
1.

Updating your plan with new employees (or employees
who have left) and any changes in salary.

2.

Calculating new premiums, if there are any changes.

3.

Employees who leave the plan have the opportunity
to take up a continuation option within 60 days
of leaving.

Income Protection cover

Remember, this is just a quick overview
of what we can offer – for full details talk
to your Adviser.

Disclaimer: The information in this brochure is a general summary only, and is not personalised to your situation.
If you would like advice which takes account of your particular financial situation and goals, please contact your financial
adviser. Full details of the policy terms and conditions are available from Asteron Life Limited (“Asteron Life”) or your
financial adviser. Terms, conditions, exclusions and limits apply. A number of terms used in this brochure carry a specific
definition set out in the policy document. If there are differences between the information in this brochure and the policy
document, then the policy document will prevail. Availability of insurance cover is subject to Asteron Life’s acceptance
and approval of a complete application. Any payment is subject to your claim being accepted.
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